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On-set rates with no camera or lenses
scout/editorial/comping - $1,500*
1: Apple 27” iMac with Innovativ scout cart or Kartmaster hd-500
or
1: Apple 15” laptop, location laptop tray, tripod, and 2 Anton Bauer external batteries
1: Apple iPad

basics with backup - $2,000*
1: Apple 27” iMac
1: Apple 15” laptop
1: Eizo 24” display
2: Anton Bauer external batteries
1: Apple iPad
1:Private wireless network
1: Innovativ scout cart or Kartmaster hd-500
1: rolling stand with VESA mount
1: medium Gitzo tripod and ballhead
1: location laptop tray

everything but the cameras - $2,500*
2: Apple 27” iMac
2: Apple 15” laptop
1: Eizo 24” display
2: Anton Bauer external batteries
1: Apple iPad
1:Private wireless network
1: Innovativ scout cart or Kartmaster hd-500
1: location laptop tray
1: rolling stand with VESA mount
1: large Gitzo tripod and ballhead
1: medium Gitzo tripod and ballhead

On-set rates with camera and lenses
35mm - $3,000*
2: Apple 27” iMac
2: Apple 15” laptop
1: Eizo 24” display
2: Anton Bauer external batteries
1: Apple iPad
1:Private wireless network
1: Innovativ scout cart or Kartmaster hd-500
1: location laptop tray
1: rolling stand with VESA mount
2: 35mm camera**
Selection of lenses** (up to 4)
1: large Gitzo tripod and ballhead
1: medium Gitzo tripod and ballhead
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On-set rates with camera and lenses
medium format - $3,500*
2: Apple 27” iMac
2: Apple 15” laptop
1: Eizo 24” display
2: Anton Bauer external batteries
1: Apple iPad
1:Private wireless network
1: Innovativ scout cart or Kartmaster hd-500
1: location laptop tray
1: rolling stand with VESA mount
2: medium format camera with back**
Selection of medium format lenses** (up to 4)
1: large Gitzo tripod and ballhead
1: medium Gitzo tripod and ballhead

medium format and 35mm - $4,000*
2: Apple 27” iMac
2: Apple 15” laptop
1: Eizo 24” display
2: Anton Bauer external batteries
1: Apple iPad
1:Private wireless network
1: Innovativ scout cart or Kartmaster hd-500
1: location laptop tray
1: rolling stand with VESA mount
2: medium format camera with back**
Selection of medium format lenses** (up to 4)
2: 35mm camera**
Selection of lenses** (up to 4)
1: large Gitzo tripod and ballhead
1: medium Gitzo tripod and ballhead
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travel/prep/processing day - $600*
Jobs with more travel/prep/processing than shoot days may incur additional equipment fees equivalent to the
daily rental.

post production estimated at $200/hour
All post production receives an estimate before work begins. As long as the scope of the job remains unchanged,
estimate reﬂects ﬁnal price. Changes to job requiring additional time made during post process are billed at $200/hour.
New charges to be approved by client before additional work is started or billed.

*Equipment listed represents maximum kit available at this package price.
Items not needed for job will not be brought to save on weight and space. All rates based on 10-hour day; $150/hour
overtime after 10 hours.
**Camera and lens options based on current inventory. If it’s on the list, I can bring it; if it’s not, I can rent it, but
that will affect the ﬁnal package price.
notes
Additional items from inventory, not included in package, can be added for daily and weekly rental rates.

Equipment packed in ﬂight-ready cases under 70 lbs. (except Kartmaster hd-500)
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Rental prices
Notes

Canon			
			

Canon 5DS

includes body, two batteries, charger, two CF cards, card
reader, 15’ tether, EOS Utility software,
Giotto rocket blower
$150.00

$450.00

$45.00
$30.00
$40.00

$105.00
$135.00
$90.00
$120.00

$65.00
$65.00
$30.00
$35.00

$195.00
$195.00
$90.00
$105.00

intervalometer, necessary for time lapse
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Rental prices
Notes

PhaseOne
			

IQ 180

$700.00

$2,100.00

$15.00
$5.00
$10.00

$15.00
$30.00

$55.00
$35.00
$60.00
$45.00
$65.00
$35.00
$35.00
$40.00

$165.00
$105.00
$180.00
$135.00
$195.00
$105.00
$105.00
$120.00

includes back, two batteries, charger, two CF cards, card reader,
15’ tether, C1 DB software, Giotto rocket blower
40 megapixel, 1.2 fps, fits Hasselblad H2
50 megapixel, 1.2 fps, fits Hasselblad H2
60 megapixel, 1 fps, fits PhaseOne DF, Arca Swiss, or Mamiya RZ
80 megapixel, 0.7 fps, fits PhaseOne DF, Arca Swiss, or Mamiya RZ

Accessories
15’ USB3 tether
30’ USB3 extension
Bodies

leaf shutter, syncs up to 1/1600
leaf shutter, syncs up to 1/1600
leaf shutter, syncs up to 1/1600
manual focus

			
			

includes waist-level finder
includes waist-level finder
$90.00
$90.00
$135.00
$75.00
$75.00
$90.00
$90.00
$90.00
$90.00

includes SB adapter
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Rental prices
Daily Rate
Weekly Rate
			

Notes

Mamiya (continued)

$20.00
$20.00
$15.00

Hasselblad			
Bodies			
H2 body
Prime Lenses			
HC 35mm f3.5
HC 50mm f3.5
HC 80mm f2.8

Arca Swiss			
F-Metric 6x9 with orbix
bellows 6x9, long
bellows 6x9, wide angle
Rotaslide
compendium lens hood
reflex magnifying viewer
Schneider 47mm Digitar
Schneider 80mm Digitar
Schneider 120mm Macro Digitar
Silvestri 6x tilting loupe

requires a pair of Pocket Wizard transceivers

includes prism and cr123a grip

$25.00
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Rental prices
Daily Rate

$50.00
$10.00
$5.00
$50.00
$250.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$15.00

Weekly Rate

Notes
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Rental prices
Daily Rate
Tripods & Support			
Gitzo medium carbon tripod
Gitzo non geared center column
Gitzo large carbon tripod
Gitzo geared center column
Really Right Stuff BH-55 ballhead
Really Right Stuff TA-3-LB
leveling base
Really Right Stuff PG-02

Weekly Rate

Notes

$10.00
$25.00

$100.00
$150.00

includes windscreen, power cable, one 2GB SD card, and remote
includes ME2 lav mic, transmitter, receiver
Expendables			
CR-123A alkaline battery
AA lithium batteries

		
		
		

Computers			

Tether Tools tray with tripod
low roller for remote display

$100.00
$100.00
$40.00
$25.00

$300.00
$120.00

$15.00
$250.00

includes one set of ink & one 25-sheet box of 13x19 paper or one
50-sheet box of 8.5x11 paper
includes media for up to 100 prints

$100.00

$50.00

includes 27" display arm
for up to 17" laptop
includes VESA mount for display

$200.00
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Rental prices

Power			
Anton Bauer Dionic HC battery
Anton Bauer T2 charger
Anton Bauer QRC-DSLR
Anton Bauer QRC-MBPA
Anton Bauer powertap multi
Honda Eu 2000i generator

Daily Rate

Weekly Rate

Notes

$10.00
$10.00
$110.00

$330.00

includes 2 Dionic HC batteries, T2 charger, and 2 QRC plates with
Apple Airline adapters

powers 5D or 7D
powers Macbook Pro, includes Apple airline adapter
$5.00
$120.00

		
		
		

